
   
 

  

A whopping 54lb 4oz St. Christophe mirror 

caught for the cameras. What a result!
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RAMBLINGS 
Whoops, I was a little too late last month in getting my 
work in on time – not like me at all. So, with possible relief 
for some, you were spared my often inordinate ramblings. 

“
Ihad half written my piece then found myself desperately running out needed a break. Yes, I had been away; I had been to France a few weeks 

of hours of the day. I had a French trip looming and with just one before and was incredibly lucky to catch two huge carp, but when you 
evening left before my ferry was due to leave are aware all week of a camera pointing at you, 

I still hadn’t sorted out any tackle. Talk about My first holiday in two waiting to begin filming at the flick of a switch, 
not being prepared! you can’t relax as much as you would perhaps 

The tackle was thrown in the motor, a bit of years without having like. You are sitting there, knowing only too 
bait over the top, then a last minute thought well that you may be being filmed in the next a cameraman in tow 
about cold weather clothing and I was away. few moments. Carp don’t give you warnings on 
Article unfinished, tackle unsorted, brain all and I was as ill-prepared waters you don’t know. Don’t get me wrong, I’m 
over the place and a tidal wave forecast to come not over-bothered how my hair looks. I mean, as I could have had I 
down the east coast to coincide with my ferry I have lived with curly hair syndrome since I 
crossing – and I am not joking! planned for weeks not was born – it’s absolutely anyone’s guess which 

My first holiday in two years without having way it will be pointing when I wake up, and to prepare – if you knowa cameraman in tow and I was as ill-prepared as will stay that way until I wash it! Neither am I 
I could have been had I planned for weeks not what I mean! over-bothered if I’ve been sleeping on my beard ” to prepare – if you know what I mean! Th e fact funny or if I have dirty fingers, or fish slime on 
was, I was finally escaping. I must admit, to my mind it wouldn’t have my sleeves, but there are limits. No one wants to be remembered on fi lm 

112 
mattered too much if my tackle hadn’t been in the car – I desperately as the person who had half his dinner down his chest, or red wine stains 
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So bitterly cold…
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I picked an awful week to take a 
break with night-time temperatures 
hitting –6°. I caught a nice fish 
the first morning, then started to 
struggle, then struggle some more 

I tried very hard that day. 

I caught a nice fish
on the first morning. 

in the corner of the mouth, or eyes which won’t focus and a voice which 
comes across in a drunken slur, or tripping over on the way to the rods, or 
passing wind and belching non-stop whilst playing a carp. I guess what I 
am really trying to say is that when a camera crew is hanging around you 
can’t quite relax as much as you would perhaps like. 

Anyway, the tidal wave didn’t arrive, the east coast was flooded but 
not as badly as had been anticipated, despite a lot of people being 
evacuated from their houses for obvious safety reasons. It did make my 
ferry incredibly late though. I had done as I usually do – I arrived much 
earlier than the actual ferry booking time. The problem with living so 
far up country is that you can never tell if you are going to be at Dover 
in three hours or seven hours. I generally allow ample time and have 
usually been scuttled straight onto an earlier ferry. I made excellent time 
this time around after the obligatory stop over at The Tackle Box to 
stock up on those bits that I realised on my way down I had forgotten. 
Upon arriving at the final barrier to collect my ticket I was duly 
informed I wouldn’t be getting on a ferry for about four hours – great! 
Now I can easily waste four hours behind a set of rods, but four hours 

at the ferry terminal? I 

ing! 

find them such boring 
places with nothing to do. 
Fortunately I managed to 
get an outpass and drove 
myself back into Dover to 
while away a bit of time. 
Not the best start to my 
first break in two years, 
but after two years’ solid 
graft building my business, 
I really couldn’t have cared 
less – well, not much 

anyway. Yes, I was on holiday, it seemed an absolute age and turned out 
to be two years to the same week (I think) since my last chill-out. 

Chill-out did I say? Well, I certainly did that. I picked an awful week to 
take a break with night-time temperatures hitting –6°. I caught a nice fi sh 
the first morning, then started to struggle, then struggle some more. I had 
a couple of very cruel occurrences during the week with the line parting, 
on one occasion on the take, and shortly after hooking a fish on another. 
On diffi  cult big-fish venues you really can’t afford to be having this happen. 
All I can presume is that a mussel had taken a liking to my line in both 
instances. I was fishing with my favourite rugged conditions stuff and it still 
cut as though it had been cotton. I shouldn’t complain. You can’t expect 
to have a major result every time. At least I saved a fair bit by not having 
cameraman fees to sort out! Who says I’m careful with money? 

So a long week’s slog saw me doing everything I could think of to 
try to tempt a take. I moved. I fi shed different areas. I fished on bait. I 
fished single baits. I fished with minimal bait. I altered rigs and generally 
exhausted my usually effective ‘get me out of a mess’ methods. Th e only 
thing I didn’t persevere with was sitting on a bed of bait for a long period – 
but this has never been part of my carp angling. Had it been the beginning 
of January when the fish had semi-acclimatised then it wouldn’t have hit 
them so hard, but the first major cold spell usually does, and it did. 113 
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Next I got to page 177 and there again was Brook having a 
conversation with me (yes, it’s true, she talks, as anyone who knows 
her will confirm – as well as doing some obscure type of break-
dancing which she has taught herself ). 

Page 202 and she was there again – helping to advertise a Venture 
Carp Razorback bivvy system she never told me about. Looks a 
cracking bit of kit – tough enough for a Staff y! 

So what? I hear you mutter. Well, it didn’t end there. I was at 
work a couple of days after the magazine was released and I received an 

A previous shoot with 

cameras in less than 

ideal positions. 

Mehdi Daho talking

to the animals. 

The weather started 

to deteriorate after 

the first day. 

All in all, I felt I had fished well but luck this time wasn’t on my side. 
I had travelled to France alone to meet up with my good friend the Carp 
Fest mega-caster Mehdi Daho (alias ‘the smiling Frenchman’). 

Mehdi caught a common and got tangled up with a big fish which was 
towing gear. Fortunately he landed it and we were able to return it to a 
normal life without dragging lead around. One thing is for sure – I will be 
back for revenge. 

I had started my original piece, which should have been in last 
month’s edition (had I completed it in time) 
with the following… 

Another month passes by and, indeed, almost 
another year. But before I start rambling on too 
much I will take this opportunity of wishing 
everyone a very Happy Christmas, and a New 
Year bringing all you could ever wish for. 

So what has happened in the few short weeks 
since I last poured out my thoughts to the 
Carpworld readers? Quite a lot actually, but 
most astonishingly the editor’s exploitation 
of Brook, my Staffordshire bull terrier – who, 
incidentally is a bitch, and not a dog, as Martin 
wrongly stated – in the November edition 

has landed a role to appear in a forthcoming The whole of this 
fishing DVD. She is a dog for goodness sake. 

season I have only Well, I said that and then she nearly put her 
neck out turning around as if to say “What did 

managed three you call me?” 
So, straight after the Carp Society “nights in the U.K. and conference she will be strutting her stuff. 
Anyway, enough of all this doggy talk. This this is from someone 

” 
is supposed to be a carp fishing magazine so 

who always did 100 what else has been happening in my carp-
orientated life? 

or so nights per year Actually, something quite major – I’ve 

of Carpworld. I don’t know, you would have thought after seeing her 
puppies that he might have cottoned on to the fact that she is actually 
female, wouldn’t you? 

Exploitation I said. I was quietly amused to see the first picture of her 
in her shades on page 132 advertising this issue. I flicked through the 
pages as usual, looking at the pictures first and seeing what delights I 
had in store when I would eventually get a few moments to myself to sit 
down and absorb. 114 

email from a fellow British Carp Study Group member complaining that 
his daughter had seen Brook in the pages of his Carpworld, fell in love 
with her and promptly tore out the pages before he had time to read it! 
Soon there were a few more pictures winging their way to young Elyssia 
through the wonders of computers. Last report was she had gone to bed 
cuddling them. If only older people were as easy to please. 

Now then, you may think, or even hope, this is the last of Brook 
for this month. But no, she has only gone and landed herself her first 

film role! I have had a telephone call and she 

joined a new water! 1¾ miles around the bank 
and about 80 acres of nice clear and bright water! I’ve felt the need for 
a new challenge for some time. I have been a member of the glorious 
Mangrove syndicate for a few years, as well as the Forgotten Valley. 
Both are incredible waters and an absolute joy to be at, but – and this 
is a very big BUT – I have not been able to take the aforementioned 
pin-up girl/future film star. Now this never used to be a problem until 
I became single. The whole of this season I have only managed three 
nights in the U.K. and this is from someone who always did 100 or so 
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The more clothes/scales they have, the more
inclined they are to feed on a cold winter day. 

nights per year. Paying well into four figures for two tickets then only mirror in a lake which is predominantly stocked with bald-flanked 
managing a few nights gets a trifle expensive, especially when I add the fish, then winter could be the time for you to increase your chances of 
Land Rover fuel onto the job as well. I have felt like a caged animal. contact. I am sure they are able to tolerate worse conditions than most 
For children you can get people to babysit. You try to get someone other carp. 
to look after a dog overnight. Anyway, it is now looking as though An example of this has been illustrated with Mehdi’s capture of 
this may be about to change. I have joined a water which actually the common when it was seemingly impossible to catch a mirror. 
encourages dogs. So, for the first time in what seems like ages I have a Interestingly, there are hardly any commons in the water we fi shed either! 
bit of excitement welling up inside just thinking about making a start I wonder if I will be remembered in the annals of carp fishing as the 
on pastures new. bloke who pointed out that the carp with the most clothes managed to 

I’m not sure what I am going to do with my other tickets at the keep warm? 
moment. I feel I should part with one but I digress… 
must admit I really don’t want to, but I can’t Since James Harrison’s first piece in this I wonder if I will be 
really justify paying the money and not being magazine about carp captures being a result 
able to fish. remembered in the of many things coming together at the same 

We have just moved into the silly season time and most captures basically being ‘meant 
with the first of the long run of conferences annals of carp fishing to be’, I have got to thinking an awful lot. 
and shows. So, once again, despite paying Obviously, the more experienced angler will “as the bloke whomy money and joining the new water in always catch a few more because he/she makes 
Cambridgeshire I still can’t get to fish. Isn’t sure to be there when the right factors are pointed out that thethe tackle trade great? coming together and the rig is in place ready 

Is it just me, or am I right in saying what carp with the most for where the fish will undoubtedly turn up. 
I have found to be oh so true over the years I have looked long and hard at my own 
and that is, it seems to me that when the clothes managed to fishing and, these past couple of weeks apart, 
temperatures get to their cruellest you tend I have never particularly struggled to catch 
to catch carp with more scales, be it heavily- keep warm? carp and for many years I have used exactly 
scaled mirrors or commons? If there are only a the same rig for all of my bottom fishing on 
few of them in a water then they tend to turn up when the weather is everything except soft silkweed. Some fish have slipped up time and 
at extremes. Now this may seem a little far-fetched, but it has certainly time again on the same rig. I don’t like repeat captures but some are 
been the case on many of the waters I have been successful on during unavoidable when wading through the fish trying to catch others. ”the harshest of winter conditions. I have long held the personal view It all leads me to agree even more with what James has been brave 
that commons and mirrors generally behave differently anyway but I enough to put his neck on the line and state. Most rigs aren’t really 
am now starting to group the very heavily-scaled mirrors in with the that important at the end of the day. Get the other factors right and 
commons, particularly in the extreme weather feeding situation. carp will undoubtedly slip up. 

I know it sounds as though I am saying they will tolerate it because I guess this is the opportune moment to run through my all-
they have more clothes, but I can assure you I have kept schtum on singing, all-dancing rig which gets me by almost everywhere. It’s a rig 
this one for many years now rather than risk being ridiculed, however, I have adapted and tweaked along the way and I now have massive 
after my admission of not being able to put a decent fish on the bank confidence in it. Similarly with bait. I fish confidently, knowing that 
after a week in France, what do I now have to worry about? both the rig and the bait are right. I don’t need to worry and can 

If you are targeting a particular big common or heavily-scaled therefore concentrate solely on location. 115 
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Shaun is meticulous about 

his rig presentation. 

Ashima, or the new branding of 

Smart Point, are my choice of hook, 

strong and, once treated with a 

honing stone, extremely sharp. 

I like to fine-tune my hooks by carefully 

removing the coating from the point, 

ensuring a sticky-sharp finish. 

“When I eventually got the take it was on exactly the same rig and 
bait I had been casting around in the other swims. I could have 
started off in the first swim and changed rigs and baits several 
times, but I truly believe it would have made no difference ” In fact a prime example of this happened only yesterday. I had Gareth, 
my cameraman, over from France to shoot a bit of film. Time was very 
limited as we had quite a few things to get through, but we fi nally ended 
up on the bank between rain showers. Basically I had four hours to try 
to put a December carp on the bank whilst the camera rolled. Nothing 
like a bit of pressure! I set up in what I obviously thought was going to 
be the best position for a take. Well, a bit of a compromise really, the best 
position I could find which also gave suitable camera angles. 

I cast out two rods and waited. As usual I waited very impatiently, I was 
twitchy, edgy. I needed to make it happen. After an hour or so and several 
casts to cover different situations, I moved. Not far, but I moved around 
the point I was fishing to cover different water completely. Another hour 
and a bit and I was getting desperate. 

It’s ridiculous really when you consider how long we generally go 
between takes anyway, but it does hit home how much harder we can try 
when we really have to and thus I was soon upping sticks and moving 
around to the other side of the pool. 

Finally, just 10 minutes after this move, the bobbin slammed against 
the Delkim, the Free Spirit E.S. took on a healthy curve, the Shimano 
reel begrudgingly gave a bit of line, and the camera rolled. Soon I had a 
20lb mirror wallowing around in front of the net. In first time – mission 
accomplished! 

The example I have highlighted illustrates how I had most pieces of the 
jigsaw correct right from the start, but the location was wrong. When I 
eventually got the take it was on exactly the same rig and bait I had been 
casting around in the other swims. I could have started off in the fi rst 

swim and changed rigs and baits several times, but I truly believe it would 
have made no difference. When eventually I managed to present the rig 
and bait to a fish it was accepted straight off .  

The thing I am trying to put across is to find a rig and bait with which 
you are really confident and don’t be tempted to change every time you 
see a new rig in a magazine. Just find what you are comfortable with. 
Definitely, since I ceased worrying about baits and rigs I have certainly 
caught a lot more fish and I fish with a much clearer picture in my mind. 
I will illustrate my rig now but this certainly isn’t the be-all and end-all in 
rigs. It simply suits me for bottom bait presentations and pop-ups. 

Before I write the following I feel it is important to just make the point 
that I pay for every item in the rig I use. There is absolutely no prejudice 
in my choice of materials. Yes, I am sponsored with certain aspects of my 
tackle, but I have always been insistent that regardless of sponsorship, if I 
think another item of tackle will put another couple of fish on the bank 
then I use it. This, I feel is the only way to gain respect from other anglers. 
If I use an item of tackle then I truly believe in it. None of this – “Well he 
is bound to say it’s good because he is sponsored by them.” I can give you 
plenty of instances where I use items which would probably surprise you. 

Right then, enough of all this waffle. Starting with the hook. I like the 
Ashima C310. Everyone will have their own preference on hook patterns. 
I won’t argue the merits of one against another but will say what I do like 
about the pattern. Firstly, the hook wire is quite thick. This makes them 
less likely to actually tear free during a prolonged fight and because of the 
thick wire used they are naturally quite a heavy hook which I also like for 
‘falling and tipping’ in the carp’s mouth. 117 
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up the points a little with a small diamond file to make them sticky-sharp. 
I have no problem doing this but in this idle age we seem to live in I would 
love to be able to take the hook out of the pack and tie a rig without fi rst 
messing around sharpening it. But hey ho, all other aspects fit my bill. 

The Hair I am very particular about. I use much softer Hair material than 
most as it helps the hook to properly up-end. Try for yourself, it amazes 
me how many anglers use a Knotless Knot and follow through with the 
hooklink for the Hair. Yes, it looks the same as a rig tied with a fi ne soft 
Hair but it doesn’t perform anywhere near as effectively. I still tie a Knotless 
Knot, but trap the fine Hair in place whilst tying the knot, snipping off 
the loose tag of hooklink and burying it under the last couple of turns. 
My favoured Hair material is rod-tying thread in different diameters. Th e 
Gudebrod ones are the ones I tend to choose but I am sure others are also 
suitable. Certainly, the Gudebrod A (finest), D, and E, all absorb water well, 
which makes them even more supple, and they sink. 

If using different breaking strain hooklinks – which I used to do, but 
rarely do now – you can take advantage of the different tying thread 
colours for easy identification. Let’s say brown for 15lb, green for 20lb, 
black for 25lb and so on. 

Now to the tag end between the stiff part of my combi rig and the 
hook. I have used lots of different materials over the years. Working in the 
tackle trade for so long I have been fortunate enough to receive all sorts of 
samples, but the hooklink braid I keep going back to is Dynon SK 22lb. 
This is another product which looks, and handles, far better when wet. 
Most hooklink materials need to be wet to appreciate their true properties. 

I like this braided section to be around the same length as the shank of 
the hook so it ends up shorter than most combi-links I see in common use. 

The 22lb strain may sound a little excessive in some cases, but I am 
paranoid about the cutting effect some of the ultra-fine braids have on the 
carp’s lips. 22lb is what I use unless there is a fishery rule stopping me. Th e 
joining knot I use to the stiff section of the hooklink reduces the breaking 
strain to around 17lb. Another important point here is knowing what 
your tied rigs actually stand up to. You may be surprised at what strength 

Shaun Harrison’s Combi-Rig 

A neat little trick that Shaun has applied to his own fishing is to cut 

several short lengths of tungsten tubing, which are threaded onto his 

main line, to act as flying backleads and help the line sit down over 

the top of an uneven bottom. 

1 
Take a section of the rod-tying thread and tie 

a simple overhand loop in the end – this will 

become the Hair. Attach the bait at this stage so 

that you can be sure you tie the rig with the Hair 

the correct length. 

2 
Cut a short section of the 22lb Dynon SK and pass 

this, along with the tag end of the Hair, through the 

eye of the hook so that both ends of the Hair and 

the Dynon SK are lying along the top of the shank 

with the tag end dropping down through the eye. 

3 
Tie a Knotless Knot with this tag end but after only 

three turns trim off the spare section of Hair and 

Dynon. Carry on whipping up the shank, covering 

the tag ends which have been cut with plenty of 

turns holding everything in place. 

4 
I usually whip up the shank until I end up roughly 

level with the point of the hook then two turns 

back down the shank and back through the eye 

forming the Knotless Knot but with a nice soft Hair 

trapped in place. 

5 
The next stage is to take a piece of the 25lb Maxima 

and fold a loop in one end (inset). 

Now pass the spare end of braid through this loop 

then wrap back up the loop five times before trapping 

it and whipping back down towards the loop. 

6 
Once back at the loop, pass the end of the Dynon 

back through the loop making sure it passes the 

same way as the start of the knot, so in effect both 

ends are coming out of the side, as shown. Carefully 

tighten up the knot and trim the ends. 
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Four moves in three hours, but 

well worth the effort at 20lb! 

they actually break at if you put them to the test, and it is likely to be 
quite a bit less than you think. 

The main stiff section of the hooklink I vary a little, but I usually opt 
for 25lb Maxima Chameleon. This, in my opinion, has just the right 
amount of flexibility. I don’t like this part of the combi link to be too stiff 
but it does need a certain amount of rigidity to prevent tangles. Maxima 
is a lovely line to work with. It ties easily without the associated crinkling 
effect found in many other monos. The colour and finish is spot-on too. 
Many lines reflect the light in clear shallow water, giving the impression 
they are silver, regardless of what colour they actually are. Th e only 
downside I see to Maxima is that you can only 
purchase the 25lb in the UK in 600mtr (660yd) 
spools. The other breaking strains are available in 
100mtr spools, which may sound more sensible 
for the amount I use on a hooklink, but even 
so, if it was available on 100mtr spools I would 
still purchase the 600 size as it comes on lovely 
wide spools which means the line suff ers very 
little memory. When I look at the cost of some 
of the hooklink materials available, a bulk spool 
of Maxima is neither here nor there. My one 
spool will last me many years – in fact I will be 
surprised if I ever have to buy one again! 

I said previously that I sometimes vary the 
material used on the stiff section of the link. 
Sometimes in the depths of winter when the water 
clarity allows so much more to be seen, I use fluorocarbon lines. I mean 
‘proper’ fluorocarbon – not fluorocarbon-coated lines. Find a good one and 
they practically disappear from view. I have used quite a few diff erent ones 
now but the one which has really stood the test of time is the 22lb Riverge 
Grand Max. Only on very rare occasions do I drop down to 18lb. Again, 
these are less prone to breakages when wet and knotted, so do your tests. 

There we have the four components of my rigs. The end attached to the 
swivel I cover with either a piece of neoprene sleeve or one of the newer 
tapered hooklink rubbers. I have used both the Fox and the Korda, both 
of which I trim a little shorter, and I have found the Korda to be better for 
distance casting. 

I know many anglers attach combi-type rigs to the swivel with a loop. 
I definitely prefer to sleeve it. Although you rarely wind in a tangled loop 

112-119_Ramblings_CW208.indd 9 

When I look at the cost 	 leadcore, where allowed, which I attach to my 
main line loop to loop, obviously ensuring that 

of some of the hooklink 	 any clip or rubber I may be using will easily pass 
over this join. materials available, a 

Recently, due to the many leadcore bans in 
bulk spool of Maxima is place, I have been trying out various diff erent 

heavy tubing materials. One thing I have done, “neither here nor there. 
which I haven’t seen in print before, is to slide 

My one spool will last 	 several short sections of tubing on my line fi rst 
before the main section of anti-tangle tubing, me many years – in fact which simply needs to be longer than the 

”
I will be surprised if I ever hooklink. Th ese fly back up the line on a long 

cast, acting like mini flying backleads. In the have to buy one again! edge they help to pin down your line on uneven 

end, they don’t always sit that well underwater after the cast. I am also quite 
confident that they tangle at times but untangle themselves when you wind 
back in. No, I prefer the sleeved end. This is also why I don’t like the stiff 
section to be too stiff .  

I like to drop the lead off when playing big fish so favour pendant-style 
leads on safety clips rather than in-lines. I cut the swivels off all my leads 
and replace them with oval split rings. This gives me two diff erent breakout 
tensions in the clip and cuts down the lead pivot distance. Oval split rings 
are single-wired on one side and double-looped wire on the other side. Th e 
single-wire side disconnects very easily. 

Past the clip and going up the line I use 

ground and are visually less conspicuous than a 
fixed length of tubing. Similar to a chain following the contours, rather than 
a stiff drinking straw lying across an indentation. 

Please, don’t use this system in conjunction with a shockleader though, 
as the tubing is unlikely to pass over the knot. This is the reason I prefer 
leadcore to tubing. If a leader is in place and a crack-off occurs, then the lead 
may well detach, but if tubing slides up the line with the lead still in place, a 
concertina effect is almost guaranteed  making sure the carp is well and truly 
tethered with several yards of line in tow. 

After reading and being so impressed by James Harrison’s train of thought 
I really should try giving his lead break-off rigs a bit of a go. But then again, 
I have so much faith and confidence in my own setups, why fi x something 
before it breaks? 

Best fi shes. 
119 
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